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Classic theories of crises in child/ 
adolescent development not enough: 

• E.g. rapid growth in adolescence 
• Interaction of physical, psychological & environmental 

factors
• Neurological changes during puberty (change in the axons & 

the number of synapses in adolescence)
• Cognitive development (state of formal operations) 
• Gender /identity development 



Next book: Global debt, education & human 
development after COVID (work-in-progress)

• Potential vs. virtual development (Vygotsky/ critical psy + 
Bergson, Deleuze, Foucault, Braidotti, Freire)
• COVID-19, automation, debt & crisis as turning point 
• Temporality of debt/ fabricating the future (development vs. 

crisis prevention) 
• Mediation & mediating devices – images & imagination
• Globalisation from below 
• Discussion/ open questions (do interrupt me also during the 

presentation if you have questions)



• Wednesday, 15:00 – 16:00, Fernanda Coelho Liberali: Building 
decolonial perspectives to develop transformative activist 
stances.

• Wednesday, 17:30 – 18:30, Eduardo Vianna: Transforming 
Circumstances in Foster Care: Connecting affect and agency 
through activist research with and for marginalized youth.

• Wednesday, 20:00 – 21:30, Anna Stetsenko: Radical conceptual-
political steps for social transformation with the tools of 
Marxist/activity theory away from political neutrality, 
eurocentrism, and conformism.

• Thursday,  16:00 – 17:30, Panel 1: Liberali / Kontopodis / Vianna: 
Working with minoritized populations: Global perspectives.

• Friday, 14:30 – 15:45 Ernst Schraube: Education for Future: 
Digitalization and Learning to Become With the World.

Links to other talks & on-going discussions: 



L. S. Vygotsky:

«... any function in the child's cultural development appears on 
stage twice, that is, on two planes. It firstly appears on the 
social plane and then on a psychological plane. 

Firstly it appears among people as an interpsychological 
category, and then within the child as an intrapsychological 
category. 

This is equally true with regard to voluntary attention, logical 
memory, the formation of concepts and the development of 
volition» (Vygostsky, 1983, p. 145)



Automation & psychological development

• If we focus on US: by 2030 at least 17 million people will 
need to change profession (25% higher estimation than 
before the estimation before the COVID-19 pandemic) & 
many other changes cf. https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-
insights/future-of-work/the-future-of-work-after-covid-19

• Predicted in German Ideology, a set of manuscripts written 
by Marx & Engels (1846/1932) & referred to in the 1930 
article: The socialist alteration of man by Vygotsky 

• Not only the negative but also the positive aspects 
emphasised in Vygotsky (development of new relations, key 
role of education in this)

(VARNITSO, Journal of All-Union Association of Workers in Science & 
Technics for the Furthering of the Socialist Edification in the USSR/ Engl. 
transl. in 1994, Vygotsky Reader, by van der Veer& Valsiner) 

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/the-future-of-work-after-covid-19


New media & digital futures 
(even before the pandemic) 

• UN specialized agency for ICTs: 830 million children & young 
people around the globe are online daily

• 94% of all children and young people are using the Internet 
in so-called ‘developed countries’, and about 67% in 
‘developing’/ 30% in ‘least developed’/ majority world

• Constantly increasing number of 4.3 billion mobile 
broadband subscriptions globally & increasing inequalities  

• 2025: 8 billion (SpaceX, Project Loon, Qualcomm, Huawei & Virgin 
(OneWeb): global connectivity to every human on earth at 1 megabyte per 
sec: 3D printing, AI, crowdfunding, block-chain transactions &  
cryptocurrencies)



• $244 trillion world’s total debt before the pandemic

• $281 trillion by the end of 2020, or more than 355 per cent of 
global GDP, according to the Institute of International Finance.
• “Generation COVID-19”/ future at risk/ unemployment/ crisis

• The question is who can create new debt/ borrow from the 
markets – question of power regarding “virtual” money, not 
“concrete” economy & not just about taxing all billionaires cf. 
https://www.bloomberg.com//billionaires/)
• (all begins with US President Richard Nixon proceeding with the 

unilateral cancellation of the direct convertibility of the US 
dollar to gold in 1971). 

Global debt & financial crises 

https://www.bloomberg.com/billionaires/




Austerity & financial crises after COVID

• “The future of a generation […] is at risk – Generation 
Covid” (UNICEF 2020, p. 4)

• Long-lasting impact: 

• underfunded education & welfare systems

• precarious livelihoods, and increasing rates of  
unemployment; forced immigration

• ever-increasing inequalities related to gender, racial, 
cultural, religious, and geographical aspects. 



Therefore: 

• Majority of children & young people today: 
• indebted
• threatened by unemployment or precarity 
• in the worst case: also displaced into non-places such as 

provisionary refugee camps or urban slums 
• This is not a temporary, geographically limited and 

exceptional condition but a long-lasting 



• No difference between offline /off-screen world and on-
screen/ online world for most young people 

• through the use of digital technologies, education, learning, 
consumption, even wars take place in “virtual” spaces (merged 
online + offline)

• Pictures & audio-visual media are at the center of learning 
(more/ in addition to written words)

At the same time: 



“Development” in early capitalism 

• Progress
• Temporality of development (in economy, society, children)
• Pedagogy & developmental psychology/ focus on the 

person/ case study method
• School institution/ citizenship 



Time & mediation I

Present

Past                     Future

(development?)

mediation



• Always pending crisis
• Temporality of prevention/ debt
• Inter-institutional networks
• Developmental science & big data/ focus on population 

(bio-citizenship & biopolitics)

“Crisis” in late capitalism 



Time & mediation II

Present

Past                     Future

(prevention?)

mediation



Mediation i.e. media & overconsumption: 
Dorm SHOP with ME

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JzBSp
tei1Bk
Amazon wish lists and online branding 
Schwartz, B. & Neff, G. (2019). The 
gendered affordances of Craigslist “new-
in-town girls wanted” ads. New Media & 
Society. 
Banet-Weiser, S. (2011). Branding the 
post-feminist self: Girls’ video production 
and YouTube. Peter Lang.
Senft, T. (2012). Micro-celebrity and the 
branded self. In Blackwell Companion to 
New Media Dynamics, ed. by J. Burgess & 
A. Bruns, Blackwell.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JzBSptei1Bk


• Is the focus on the person or on the context? 
• How is imagination linked to images & media designs? 
• How are individual vs. collective futures imagined? 

“Occupied Dreams” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=sl7QMkd
dZH0

Mediation & imagination: Critical Perspectives
(different images – different imagination)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=sl7QMkddZH0


Diego Velazquez
Las Meninas
1656 

(Museo Nacional 
del Prado, Madrid)



Person in focus vs. person in context

• Female actor — white Greek — yet IN context 

• Same media can be used in different ways/ design matters 
• Self branding vs. reflection & co-experiencing crises

• How are individual vs. collective futures imagined? 
• mediatING activity => new relations / cf. Stetsenko, 2016: 

Development is NOT about adaptation, it is about
TRANSFORMATION 

• “Occupied Dreams” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=sl7Q
MkddZH0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=sl7QMkddZH0


Collective trauma, healing work & 
Potential vs. Virtual Development 

• Potential development in which an already given/ expected 
future is ‘realized’ i.e. made manifest (progress & growth/ debt 
& risk prevention)
• Virtual development is ‘actualized’ when development takes a 

different course than what is laid out (collective memory, 
imagination)
• Much less the work of the individual – emphasis on cultures of 

collaboration (Vygotsky); Media/ images/ imagination are key 
in this frame, so is pedagogy and affective healing work
• virtual development in the sense that it enables further new 

relationships & qualitative changes to happen in the future



Virtual: three interrelated meanings

• rather popular sense of not physically existing as such but 
made to appear by software e.g. virtual reality, or virtual 
literacies 
• in the sense of virtue i.e. excellence, potency, value (Latin 

virtus) 
• in the sense of being capable of producing a certain effect 

(traced back to the use of the word in the 15th century) 
• Bergson/ Deleuze – an aspect of reality that is ideal, but 

nonetheless real. The virtual is “as if” it were real, but not so 
in fact – therefore conveying dreams, memories, imaginations 
etc.
• Viable unheard of (Liberali, 2019/ Paulo Freire) 



• Central here the workings of collective memory & imagination

• Remembering past suffering & learning the history of violence 
and global wars is crucial in order to avoid future violence:

• “Human nature is a process of overcoming and transcending its 
own limitations through collaborative, continuous practices aimed 
at purposefully changing the world” (Stetsenko, 2016)



• Larger scale examples: 

• Freedom Writers, California, 1994 – 1998 
(even without “new” media)

• Liberali, F. (2019) Transforming Urban 
Education in São Paulo: Insights into a 
Critical-Collaborative School Project/ 
Transformando a educação urbana em São 
Paulo: reflexões sobre um projeto de escola 
crítico-colaborativa. D.E.L.T.A., 35(3), 1-26. 



Also: Video nas Aldeias

Participatory Video & 
Cinema in Indigenous 
Communities, already 
since 1990

http://videonasaldeias.o
rg.br/2009/

http://videonasaldeias.org.br/2009/


Also larger scale: Pedagogia da Terra

Landless Rural Workers’ Movement 

(“Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais
Sem Terra”, founded in Paraná in 1984)

http://landlessmov2010.wordpress.com

• Memory of the colonial past & new 
knowledge for yet unknown futures 

• Specific teacher training

• Linking community life & school-based learning
• 1.5 million from various ethnic/ racial backgrounds

http://landlessmov2010.wordpress.com/


Further examples: 

• MAKEY project (video with 3D/ co-
creating software example) 

• Also: Campbell, E., Pahl, K. et.al. 
(2018) Re-Imagining Contested 
Communities. Bristol: Policy Press. 

• Also: Costanza-Chock (2020) Design 
Justice: Community-Led Practices to 
Build the Worlds We Need. MIT Press.



“Global”

Classic 
cosmopolitanism/ 

universalism 
(in Vygotsky & 
Holzkamp, too)

Phenomeno-
logical Other

Focus on 
difference

Colonialised, 
gendered 

others

Non-Human 
Others

Cosmopolitanism, otherness & decoloniality 



Globalisation-in-the-making i.e. “from below” & 
the COVID-19 pandemic 

Silverstone, R. 
(2006). Media and 
morality: On the 
rise of the 
mediapolis. 
Cambridge: Polity 
Press.



“[G]lobalisation looks now inescapable and irreversible. The 
point of no return has been reached—and passed. There is no 
way back. Our interconnections and interdependence are 
already global. Whatever happens in one place influences the 
lives and life chances of people in all other places…

Our mutual dependency is planet-wide and so we are already, 
and will remain indefinitely, objectively responsible for one 
another. 

There are, however, few if any signs that we who share the 
planet are willing to take up in earnest the subjective 
responsibility for that objective responsibility of ours” 
(Bauman, 2009: Does Ethics Have a Chance in a World of Consumers? p. 27)



• COVID-19 has accelerated changes that were already 
anticipated since the early stages of capitalism by Marx & 
Engels as well as by Vygotsky 

• Automation, printing of new money & global debt have 
created possibilities for parents, children & young people to 
imagine living affluent lives in a hyper-connected world 

• Imagination is often channelled towards North-Western/ 
individualist –even narcissistic– modes of consumption & 
linked with exploitation i.e. fear of unemployment & 
marginalisation 



Re-imagining the future from below





• Child online protection: 
https://5rightsfoundation.com/our-work/child-online-
protection/

• UNICEF has proposed a six-point plan to “respond, recover 
and reimagine a post-pandemic world for every child”: 
https://www.unicef.org/reports/averting-lost-generation-
covid19-world-childrens-day-2020-brief

• Global Education Coalition launched by UNESCO including 
references to the education of post-16 groups during the 
pandemic: https://en.unesco.org/covid19

• Futures of Education For All: 
https://en.unesco.org/futuresofeducation/

https://5rightsfoundation.com/our-work/child-online-protection/
https://www.unicef.org/reports/averting-lost-generation-covid19-world-childrens-day-2020-brief
https://en.unesco.org/covid19
https://en.unesco.org/futuresofeducation/


• Education, media and social work:
should empower children and youth with designs that 
enable the virtual sharing of collective past memories & 
imagining of collective futures – this is key for overcoming 
individualism. 
• Participatory design & artistic pedagogies: 

Mapping & designing GLOBAL childhood & youth futures 
FROM BELOW, in participatory, collective, feminist, i.e. de-
centred, multi-voiced ways: this is not only a possibility – it is 
a necessity. 

The socialist (?) alteration of man & woman



• Malala Yousafzai (Nobel Peace 
Prize 2014) 
• Nadia Murad (Nobel Peace Prize 

2018)
• Greta Thunberg (”Fridays for 

Future”)
• And many more... 

”From below” = with young women & all children 
and young people leading the change…





There is always hope… 

https://mkontopodis.wordpress.com/


